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DO NOT give out your information.
Remember, Industrial Federal Credit
Union, or any other financial institution
will never ask for account information
over the phone.

ATTENTION

Protecting Your Identity

Phone “Spoofing” Scam

What Is Identity Theft?

Fraudsters are now “spoofing” phone
numbers from financial institutions with
the hope that call recipients will divulge
their personal and financial information,
especially account information like debit/
credit card data, and account numbers.
The caller will identify themselves as
being from the credit union.

Identity theft is the unlawful capture and/
or use of another person's identifiers (your
name, address, Social Security number,
financial institution or credit card account
numbers, or other identifying information).
The thief, impersonating you, uses your
information without your knowledge
to commit fraud or other crimes to gain
financial benefit. Unfortunately, identity
theft is a growing problem in this country.
Victims number in the hundreds of
thousands every year.
Substantial measures are in place at
Industrial Federal Credit Union to protect
your identity and your accounts against
theft and fraud. For example, our stringent
credit union privacy policy protects
your personal information. Multi-factor
authentication password protection for
online transactions helps assure online
security. When using our online services,
you develop a password that only you
know. Encryption of online transactions
converts your information into secure code,
protecting you against hackers.
Please remember, Industrial Federal Credit
Union will not ask for your personal
identification or financial information via
email or phone. If you receive any such
email request, DO NOT click on any link
or enter any information and notify us
immediately at 888-564-4328.
Any email that purports to be from the
National Credit Union Administration
(NCUA) and asks for account information
should be considered a fraudulent attempt
to obtain personal account data for an illegal
purpose. If you feel you have received
a suspicious email, visit the following
website and forward the email to NCUA.
http://www.ncua.gov/Resources/cnsmrs/
fraud/pages/default.aspx
If you receive a phone call from any
financial institution and they ask for
account information, it is always good
practice to verify the phone number and
call your financial institution back.
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What is spoofing and how does it
work?
"Spoofing" occurs when a caller
deliberately falsifies the information
transmitted to your caller ID display
to disguise his or her identity.
Spoofing is often used as part of an
attempt to trick someone into giving
away valuable personal information
so it can be used in fraudulent activity
or sold illegally. Caller ID lets
consumers avoid unwanted phone
calls by displaying caller names and
phone numbers, but the caller ID
feature is sometimes manipulated
by “spoofers” who masquerade as
representatives of banks, creditors,
insurance companies, or even the
government.
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